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Tastewise brings the power of data to the art of food and beverage intelligence. Our
AI-powered SaaS platform analyzes billions of food data points to provide real-time insights
for hospitality and food brands. This report is based on real-time data, sourced YoY through
May 10, 2020.
Capturing the earliest signals of food innovation across three robust data sets, sourced from
social media, menus, home recipes and more, Tastewise offers an unparalleled ability to
analyze trends at the root.
Tastewise empowers leading food brands by providing them with data for business-critical
decisions — from new products to marketing strategy.
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Breakfast is Back.
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Americans are making more breakfast. But what is the
source of their inspiration?
The most important meal of the day is up +13% YoY in popularity among consumers
nationwide. Restaurants, however, aren’t joining the breakfast buzz; breakfast menu listings
are down -5% in the last year.
With many Americans working from home and cooking trends in no short supply, people
increasingly look to make their meals at home. The breakfast recipe landscape falls short, with
a 34% gap between supply and demand -- that’s 35K missing recipes with which consumers
would start their day.

Although consumer interest in breakfast is increasing,
restaurants and recipes are not paying the category adequate attention

92%

of Americans
believe breakfast is
the most
important meal of
the day

144M
Americans Eat
Breakfast Every
Single Day

+291%
YoY increase in
popularity of
breakfasts
meal-kit
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Personalized Nutrition: Breakfast and
Health Demands
When it comes to nutrition, consumers know what they want; adaptable breakfast
solutions with nutritional options are in high demand. Recipes and menus miss the
mark by neglecting what consumers are interested in.
Question
Vegan and plant-based motivations are in decline for breakfast (-8% & -2% respectively).
However, interest in plant-based Beyond Meat is up a signiﬁcant +222% for breakfast. Why?

Answer
Not only vegans eat Beyond Meat; many consumers think the meat alternative is healthy and
nutritious. Plant-based motivations are decreasing -18% YoY for Beyond Meat consumption,
while health and nutrition focused consumers increasingly experiment with the meat
alternative as part of a ﬂexitarian lifestyle (up +5% and +6%, respectively, in popularity).

The conclusion?
Consumers want healthy and nutritious breakfasts, and are willing to try a variety of
ingredients to get their nutritional needs. Protein, vitamins, whole grain and ﬁber are
particularly of interest to breakfast eaters.

Desired Nutritional Factors In Breakfast

only

7.6%

of breakfast
recipes mention

protein
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Emphasize The Nutritional Value of
Favorite Breakfast Choices
Appeal to consumers by highlighting the vitamin content within your milk
product, or the whole grains in your oat dish.
Liquid Gold

Smooth Start

Coffee is the most discussed breakfast topic
(it’s 14% of breakfast conversations) and is
easily enriched with protein & vitamins.

15% of conversations about vitamins
with breakfast mention smoothies.

14K followers

+59% in 30 days

French press coffee
Add whole milk & brain octane oil to increase
absorption of vitamin D3 + K2 drops

Banana Blueberry Keﬁr Smoothie Bowl
Improve digestion, boost your immune
function, and diversify the gut microbiome

Cereal, But Make it Fashion

Morning Munchies

Cereal gets a twist in the cereal pancake trend;
dress it up by adding protein-packed
ingredients and fortiﬁed milk.

Oatmeal mufﬁns boast protein, ﬁber and
vitamin B6 in an updated, A.M. classic.

+420% YoY
Pancake Cereal

4,874 interactions
Give Your Morning Oatmeal a Mufﬁn
Makeover
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Recreate Classic Dishes To Fit the
Demand for Natural Sweeteners
Chec

As reﬁned sugar-free items gain traction, Americans look for
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healthier, natural solutions to keep the morning sweet.

port

Cinnamon is a big hit during breakfast
Cinnamon is up +81% in breakfast conversations while losing focus from restaurants at the
same time - 650 cinnamon dishes were taken off breakfast menus in the past month alone.
Dishes like Cinnamon Buns (+91%), Cinnamon Bread (+64%) and Cinnamon Swirl (+90%)
are all rising; reinforcing cinnamon as an expected ﬂavor on the breakfast table.
Create healthier versions of popular cinnamon recipes using sugar alternatives
Trending example include baking with sourdough:
Sourdough Cinnamon Buns +469%
Sourdough Cinnamon Swirl Bread +1,930%

Breakfast Interest

+81%
YoY

+32%
YoY
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Fast Food Has the Lionshare of
American Breakfasts
Big breakfasts ﬁt the American work ethos: ﬁll up the tank for a productive day
ahead. How can food service better serve consumer demands?
Fast food rules breakfast, but there’s room for other players
The top cuisine serving breakfast is fast food; cheap prices and ﬁlling portions grant these
chains a 34% share of all breakfast conversations at restaurants. With a +603% increase in
popularity of breakfast delivery and +154% increase of to-go breakfasts, it is clear that
consumers value the option to start their day on the move.

Fast food offerings often miss nutritious breakfast demands, creating an
opportunity for healthy, to-go oriented restaurants to step up.
Consider creating healthy, sweet breakfast items that are well-suited to an on-the-go lifestyle.
Experiment with popular natural sweeteners to amp up your offerings and enliven your
marketing.

106K

restaurants in the
US offer breakfast
for delivery

+154%
YoY increase in

popularity of to-go
breakfasts

+603%

YoY increase in
popularity of
breakfasts delivery

The Early Bird: Chicken for Breakfast
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While many consumers are motivated by nutritional and on-the-go needs, others
crave a more indulgent start to the morning.
Chicken for breakfast: America’s favorite poultry is trending for breakfast, especially when
dining out. Chicken sandwiches for breakfast are trending upward in restaurant
conversations by +176% YoY. Fried chicken is also increasing in popularity in restaurants
(+19%), while decreasing at home (-14% YoY).
Sweet and savory spins are especially trending when it comes to chicken (+26% YoY), and
leave room for natural sweeteners. Examples include chicken buttermilk wafﬂes and
chicken doughnuts, which capitalize on consumer breakfast preferences for sweet.

Maple Bacon Donut &
Chicken Sandwich

Chicken & Wafﬂes

16K

Chicken & Wafﬂes

restaurants
currently offer
chicken for
breakfast

Fried Chicken Donut
Sandwich
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Ready to rise
and shine?
Find your competitive edge on the
Tastewise platform.
Get Started Today

